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In the initial book compiled by the child of somebody who died from an consuming disorder,
Daniel Becker shows us the heartbreaking information on his mother's anorexia nervosa&#151;
From the observations of this confused child to his realization of helplessness as an adult,
Daniel conveys the internal world of an anorectic and her family. His earliest storage of her is
watching as she packs her suitcase for the first of numerous hospitalizations.her unrelenting
obsession with food and her inability to nourish herself. He provides an intimate portrayal of
how he, his dad and his two brothers each struggled to balance their loyalty to Mom against the
increasing awareness that just by separating from her could they assure their own
survival.Component cautionary tale and completely descriptive of how taking in disorder effects
family members.s slow demise and begin to lead a existence out from under the shadow of her
disease. Ultimately, Daniel must come to terms with his mother’
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Honest and touching This is the first straight-out memoir I've read, and therefore, I feel sort of
weird rating someone's life.. His story is interesting, producing a compelling book, and he do
well at avoiding unneeded details (something I feel would be tough when recounting one's
lifetime), keeping This Mean Disease brief and easily comprehensible, but nonetheless
beautifully written. The simplicity of the writing keeps the memoir from pulling too much at our
heartstrings or wrenching us aside into pieces, as many depressing books do. There is
absolutely no blame, no shame, or the negative experiences often spewed in memoirs. The tale
on its own is heart-wrenching enough.There is a Christian recovery group known as Celebrate
Recovery (based on 12-guidelines) to be helpful for me. The family members needs help every bit
as much as the individual with anorexia.Why is this book all the more interesting for me,
however, is that I understand Daniel Becker as he is now.. He is always cheerful, very wise, and a
great person to visit for advice. I could never have guessed that he was raised with so much
misery and discomfort, but I respect him all the more now that I know, and for having the ability
to tell his tale. By the grace of God, I've hardly ever suffered from anorexia or any various other
eating disorder, but have experienced but am well on the way to recovery from toxic results. I
feel in ways privileged to have reached see into this part of Becker's life. A sad but hopeful tale
of a boy developing up in a dysfunctional family members.. However, I have nothing negative to
state about Becker's well-written piece. While I came across Daniel's perspective interesting and
touching (and often agonizing), I was left wanting to get into the Mother's mind (as much as that
would have been possible), and into the heart of her background with anorexia to understand
more about why she succumbed to this baffling disease. Because of this, the author, Daniel,
hardly ever formed the appropriate bonds with her and various other members of his family. The
focus was constantly on his mom and her disease, which nobody understood. That is a
heartwrenching tale of a boy whose mother, experiencing a then-rare disease called anorexia,
spent literally years institutionalized with her illness. Luckily, great strides have already been
produced both in psychiatry and in consuming disorder treatment since Daniel's mother was in
"treatment". I've actually stumbled upon a group called Consuming Disorders Anonymous ([. If
you are an ED sufferer, examine with caution...this tale is very guilt-inducing. This was a fresh
idea if you ask me as I acquired always perceived her to be weak. Important Book to learn For
everyone experiencing eating disorders or knows someone, this is a very important book to
read. In fact, it may aggravate it. In addition, few books are written by men and Mr. Becker's
perspective assists the reader understand the full total devastation that eating disorders create.
Thank you. It is well written with empathy and thoughtfulness. A therapist once described to me
just how much control my mother had over our family. A touching memoir This was an incredibly
moving and easy read. If you are the child of a grown-up with an eating disorder or that is such a
comforting memoir. Becker will not try to elicit our sympathy, but rather seems to have set out to
tell us his story and invite us to view it objectively and make of it as we might, a method I came
across beneficial to the telling.]). Becker's . What I read certainly rings true with my encounter as
a girl who at age 10 lost her mother to anorexia when she was 52 years old. Most of the books
on anorexia seem to focus on the one with the condition. The effect on the family members is
devastating. My dad, brother and I suffered greatly also. Her disease became the focus of our
lives. I highly recommend this book. Although, as one commenter described, guilt in this case
may not be such a poor thing. It brings compassion and insight to a deadly disease and can help
others commence a street to understanding and recovery from the family disease. My brother
and I had to be positioned in a group home during that time as family members who
experienced helped out in the past were no longer in a position to do so. It is true that no



quantity of reasoning, begging, or angry threats changes the anorexics behavior. I am an
consuming disorder psychotherapist and am usually looking for books for customers to learn
that are meaningful and written with techniques that help them which is that book. We are
fostering the child of a pal fighting anorexia. The survivor must forgive and forget about the
anger and focus on their own existence and recovery. Though most people cannot easily relate
to the story as a whole--even at that time, with therefore few recognized situations of anorexia
nervosa, many patients were teenagers or adults, not mothers of three within their 30s, 40s or
50s--we can understand why Becker felt just how he sensed at different levels of his life.
Organizations like Al-Anon or other recovery groups could be helpful for family members and
other loved ones. While this is an excellent read for anyone who has a cherished one struggling
from anorexia, it really is frustratingly sparse in virtually any explanations for the etiology of this
women's disorder, focusing rather on the devastating effects on the immediate family members..
He was my teacher in senior high school, and I still talk to him regularly when I get back to visit.
It really is a unfortunate and touching tribute to the discomfort of developing up with the parent
stricken with an consuming disorder. Thus, despite the insufficient vivid descriptions, it isn't
difficult to find yourself in the story and know very well what Becker proceeded to go through..
This is simply not to state that you sever ties with them or end loving and caring or that you
actually stop searching for help (when person is definitely available to it). Both individually and
professionally (as an authorized scientific and consulting psycholgoist), I most strongly endorse
this book. I understand that today there exists a much better knowledge of this condition than
back in the fifties and I really believe new even more effective treatment plans exist.Becker's
story is exclusive, honest, beautiful, and haunting, and this review certainly will not do it justice.
We are fostering the girl of a pal fighting anorexia . Ultimately, one has to forget about the other
person.. The family is left wanting to know what else to do. Carol and our friend possess the
same mannerisms, parent alike, and Daniels anger and guilt I find in this child. Very insightful!
cherished one should read this book I read this book three years ago and it is fresh and familiar
as the writing is indeed honest and powerful however, not self-conscious. Anyone effected by
this disease as a family member, friend, loved one should go through this book. My mother was
hospitalized many times -- the longest being about 24 months. Daniel Becker is a wonderful
writer, using humor, insight and love to find his method in the dark toward a new understanding
of the past. Certainly a rare and heartfelt glimpse in life in the shadows of Anorexia Nervosa
Following a conversation about my Mother'suffering withfrom a member of family of Mr.
Daughter of Anorexic Mom Who Died I read this book back 2007. It just implies that you let go
of the outcome and recognize your inability to regulate the other person. Although authentically
unpleasant, the publication conveys Becker's own remarkable resilience, creating a solid subtext
of hope for so numerous others who end up in similar situations. Becker's life developing up in
the shadows of Anorexia Nervosa. The book engages you immediately and is certainly hard to
put down. Moving and well-written Daniel Becker's accounts of his mother's struggle with
anorexia nervosa is an engaging, must browse for family struggling with the disease. It is indeed
a uncommon and heartfelt glimpse into Mr.
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